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Welcome back, Brainliners, after a 
well-deserved break! 

We know you are ready for Cycle 2 and 
we cannot wait to go on this academic 

journey with you. 

Good luck and remember to pace 
yourself, visualize your goals and stay 

the course.
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Switch To
Are you uncertain about your child’s 
future or do you feel out of place in 

the current school environment? 
Why not switch to Brainline for an IEB 
aligned online school for Grade R - 12 

from the comfort of your home. 

Enrolment for Cycle 2 is now open and 
you can save 20% on 2021 tuition fees. 

Remember to use the discount code: 
SWITCH020

More 
information

The responsibility of choosing subjects or a career 
path has often been a daunting task for many 
students, as many see it as the determining factor 
for how their future will pan out. We, as parents, 
guardians and teachers, often encourage our students 
to strive towards success, sometimes not taking into 
consideration that success is made up of many factors 
which are not only related to one’s career. Students 
need encouragement, support and understanding 
when it comes to making such a big decision as 
choosing subjects or a career path. 

According to Inyathelo: The South African Institute 
for Advancement, South African universities can 
only accommodate 18% of the matriculants, and of 
those 18%, approximately 47% do not complete their 
studies. One of the reasons for not completing their 
studies is a loss of interest in their chosen field of study. 

Taking these statistics into consideration, Mr 
Thomaïdes, the Specialist Senior Student Advisor 
for the University of Pretoria, suggests that students 
take into consideration the following factors when 
choosing subjects and careers: personal vision, work 

ethic, personality, aptitude as well as interests.  It 
is paramount that students aim for employability 
instead of narrowly focusing on employment. No 
longer are we living in the days where students need 
Mathematics and Physical Science to enter a career 
with high financial rewards. Students can still apply for 
some excellent study opportunities in various fields 
in Law and the School of Information Technology 
without Mathematics. 

Our students need encouragement to do research 
in finding a career that will be in high demand for 
many years to come. There are excellent programmes 
available such as EDUvelopment, Brainwave as well 
as a free platform specifically for career opportunities 
which you can visit at www.gostudy.mobi. Please feel 
free to consult any of these platforms when making 
your subject and career choices.

Make an informed decision when 
choosing your subjects and your career

Visit the Brainline 
subjects page

https://brainline.com/we-see-greatness-in-you/
https://brainline.com/we-see-greatness-in-you/
https://eduvelopment.com/
https://brainwavecareers.co.za/
http://www.gostudy.mobi/
https://brainline.com/subject-choices/


Autism
Awareness Day

On 2 April, the world observed Autism 
Awareness day, aiming to shine a light on 

autism and increase awareness.  Autism affects 
both males and females of all ages and all 
races in all countries.  World Autism Day is 
celebrated annually according to a theme 

proposed by the United Nations – in 2021, the 
theme is ‘Inclusion in the Workplace’. 

throughout a person’s life. Signs or symptoms of ASDs 
may include: 

• Not responding to their name by 12 months
• Not pointing at objects
• Avoiding eye contact
• Trouble understanding jokes, directions and 

other people’s feelings
• Delayed speech and language skills
• Repetitive behaviour such as repeating body 

movements and sounds
• Getting upset by minor changes
• Obsessive interest
• Dislikes being touched or held 

The causes of ASD have not yet been confirmed, but 
scientists are conclusive that parents do not and cannot 
cause ASD – not before or during pregnancy and not 
after birth either.

humans irrespectively.

Just as Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton – both widely 
speculated to be on the Autism Disorder Spectrum - 
contributed immensely to the world as we know and 
understand it, many people with ASDs are successful in 
the workplace and are positive contributors in society. 
Most of these received early support during their 
educational years.

If you are concerned that your child shows any signs 
- don’t panic.  Contact www.aut2know.co.za or your 
pediatrician to discuss your concerns.
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Autism Awareness is represented by puzzle pieces or 
a puzzle pattern – to reflect the complexity of Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The different colours and 
shapes represent the diversity of the people and 
families living with autism.
ASD is a general term for a group of 
neurodevelopmental disabilities which may impact 
all or some of social interaction, verbal and nonverbal 
communication and repetitive behaviours.

According to Vicky Lamb from Autism South Africa, it 
is estimated that about a million South Africans have 
autism, but that there are “not enough professionals 
in the country who are able to make a diagnosis”. ASD 
affects about 1 in 68 children, with a boy to girl ratio of 
5:1.

ASDs begin to manifest before the age of three and last 

It is important to remember that it is essential to 
look beyond what some may see as weaknesses 
and to see the strengths that individuals diagnosed 
with ASDs might possess, such as: 

• Attention to detail
• Deep focus
• Observational skills
• Retaining facts
• Expertise 
• Integrity
• Resilience
• Creativity
• Musical, artistic or artistic talent.

Just as all people are different – those diagnosed with 
ASD are also all different – from those severely disabled, 
to those who simply see and experience the world 
differently.   It is important to take all different needs, 
abilities and challenges into account and to support all 

At Brainline, we welcome and embrace our learners 
and students who are on the ASD spectrum – their 
uniqueness enhances our diversity and we salute 
them for their braveness and commitment!

For more information on how Brainline supports 
these learners, feel free to contact your mentor, Liezel 
Bruwer, on mentor@brainline.com

mailto:mentor%40brainline.com?subject=
mailto:mentor%40brainline.com?subject=


Introducing 7@Brainline
We have great news!  

Now you have the opportunity to stay on the Brainline 
premises while writing your exams.

7@Brainline has convenient and modern self-catering unit options for students who would like 
to stay in Pretoria during the test cycle. Each unit has its own bathroom, kitchen and washing 
machine, amongst others.

Please note that students who would like to make use of this offer, must be accompanied by a 
parent or guardian.

We look forward to hosting you!

There is limited space available, so please reserve your spot as soon as possible by clicking 
on the links below. The units are individually priced.

Unit 1
(2 single beds and a 

portable bed)

Unit 5
(2 single beds)

Unit 2
(2 single beds and a 

portable bed)

Unit 3
(2 bedrooms with a 

double bed and ¾ bed)

Unit 4
(2 single beds)

https://airbnb.com/h/1-brainline
https://airbnb.com/h/7b-brainline
https://airbnb.com/h/2-brainline
https://airbnb.com/h/4-brainline
https://airbnb.com/h/7a-brainline


1. What is the purpose of the library?

2. Who has access to the library?

3. How can students make use of the library?

4. Can students indicate what their favourite books are?

5. How can students request books to be added to the library?

The resources in the library gives learning support for literacy and education 
free of charge.  Learners can consult online books immediately. Books in the 
library can be borrowed for 7 days at a time. 

Any Brainline learner who has access to the Snapplify reader.

Students can access the library via this link: 

No, but the Librarian does put a yellow star next to the favourites the school chooses. 

If students have some suggestions around new books for consideration, they can make their requests here: 

Did you know that Brainline has 
its own library? Here is some 

important information on how you 
as a Brainline student can make 
use of this wonderful resource.

Brainline 
Library

https://help.snapplify.com/en/snapplifyknowledgebase/engage-for-students
https://help.snapplify.com/en/snapplifyknowledgebase/engage-for-students
https://help.snapplify.com/snapplifyknowledgebase/finding-what-you-need-in-the-library


https://www.credobooks.co.za/register/ 
https://calendly.com/brainline-b-active
http://brainline.snapplify.com/
https://brainline.com/wp-content/uploads/Brainline-2021-Provisional-Year-Planner_v1.pdf 


mailto:employeeconnectkzn.za%40mtn.com?subject=
http://mtnbusiness.co.za


012 534 4020

velopment
L A U N C H  Y O U R  F U T U R EEDU

EDUvelopment is an online platform for high school learners, which is based 
on three pillars of future vision, future path, and future preparation. 

• Vision: with annual assessments, determine what career will suit your   
 child’s personal profile the best. 
• Path: see where and what to study in our catalogue of tertiary 
 institutions and career options.
• Preparation: Our skills development programme will help your child to  
 achieve their goals and be fulfilled. 

EDUvelopment is developed in collaboration with and is highly recommended 
by school principals and Life Orientation teachers. 

www.eduvelopment.comProudly associated with

“What type of work will my child do one day?”

“What subjects should they choose?

“Besides academics, what else can really 
help them prepare for life?”

012 534 4020

Subscribe to EDUvelopment today and help your child 
to live a successful and fulfilled life.  

Use your voucher code EDUBrain 
and receive discount when 

you subscribe

http://eduvelopment.com/


Brainline 2021 Calendar
We believe that quality education should 
be accessible to students of all ages. It is 

our passion to equip parents to guide their 
children to achieve their National Senior 

Certificate through a wide range of valuable 
and innovative homeschool curriculum 

products and assessment services.

Our branches and the accompanying exam 
centres have been closed until further notice 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Tasks must 

be sent to the Montana Head Office via 
PostNet. Our telephonic and online support 

remains fully operational.

Please do not visit 
our offices, we’re 

operating remotely.

/myBrainline /myBrainline /myBrainline

Click here to view 
the full provisional year 

planner for 2021

https://www.facebook.com/myBrainline/
https://twitter.com/mybrainline?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/mybrainline/?hl=en
https://brainline.com/wp-content/uploads/Brainline-2021-Provisional-Year-Planner_v1.pdf

